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WELCOME

Dear reader,

In the lifecycle of a business, 

change is often necessary to realize 

progress. 

This issue of Discovery highlights the 

importance of change.

Investing in two Dyna-Cell 

robotic press brake systems has 

revolutionized bending capabilities 

for Teparay Precision Sheet 

Metal and is part of a long-term 

view to remain competitive and 

sustainable. 

On its path to optimize processes, 

Groven+ increased productivity 

threefold by introducing a fully 

automated Strippit PX punch press. 

Esser installed a Taurus XXL laser 

cutting machine to expand its 

production capacity and machining 

capabilities with bevel cutting. 

Our new TL 8525 tube laser 

advances the efficiency of profile 

cutting with a number of key high-

performance features built right in. 

As a family-owned entity, LVD has 

steered its own change and now 

with the third generation active in 

the business, continues to remain 

agile.

Here’s to the progress that comes 

from change. 

Carl Dewulf  

President & Managing Director

“We used to design a part and cut it and then  
discover it can't be formed. Not anymore.”

"The 2000-ton and 3000-ton press brakes work  
24/7 and have increased productivity by 20%."

DISCOVER
PROGRESS FROM CHANGE
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 Virtual Technology Sessions
In the face of challenging business conditions, the manufacturing industry as a whole has shown 

to be quite resilient. LVD quickly adapted, embracing, among other things, a more digital way of 

working. Sales and service teams managed to continue to support customers along their journey. 

In June 2020 following the cancellation of EuroBLECH and other tradeshows around the world, we 

created a microsite www.lvdgroup-insights.com and the INSIGHTS 2021 program to bring high-

end technology closer to our customers via webinars and Virtual Technology Sessions on Ulti-Form, 

Taurus, MOVit automation, Strippit Punch-Laser combination, and other new products. 

Events June 2020 - June 2021

13 topics

101 events

3 different languages

bonjour
hola hello

5580 registrations

attendees from  

36 countries

50% average registration to attendee rate

2790 attendees
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LVD launches Resource Center
The Resource Center is an online portal offering sheet metalworking companies 24/7 

access to information on new equipment, industry trends, ideas and strategies to  

advance their business. 

Within the Resource Center, visitors can gain perspective 

on the current state of metalworking from LVD technical 

experts, discover how to address sheet metalworking 

challenges, and learn ways to operate more efficiently in a 

changing marketplace.

LVD Innovation Tour takes to the road  
LVD North America recently launched its INNOV8 program and the LVD Innovation Tour. 

INNOV8 helps fabricators bring innovation to their sheet metalworking operations, 

providing in-person and virtual avenues to connect with technology and industry experts, 

informational resources, purchasing incentives, and more. The LVD Innovation Tour, one 

element of the program, is a 46-foot customized truck that delivers solutions directly to 

fabricators in a unique, interactive experience. It provides a hands-on experience with 

the Dyna-Press Pro electric press brake, Easy-Form® Laser adaptive bending system and 

CADMAN® software, along with showcasing a variety of LVD products in virtual sessions. 

More info at  

www.lvdgroup-innov8.com

Visit the Resource Center at
www.lvdgroup-insights.com/en/resource-center
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The first machine was installed in spring 

last year with the second following 

shortly after. 

Managing Director Ray Belcher says 

TPSM’s aim is to solve a customer’s 

problems from the initial idea, through 

development and prototyping to full 

production. 

“What we like is the opportunity to 

work with someone at the concept 

stage rather than take on something 

that has already been fully engineered. 

Designing and developing products to 

suit our machines means we can be very 

competitive for our customers.”

He takes a long-term view on the need 

to remain relevant and sustainable over 

the next 15 to 20 years. “Labor costs are 

increasing, material costs are increasing, 

so we were looking at the overall 

strategy of how we can automate the 

factory more to stay competitive in a 

more challenging environment.”

Bending is one area where automation 

is critical due to the difficulty of finding 

skilled people to set up and operate 

press brakes. “There is a long-term skills 

shortage, so there was a need to set up 

and run the machines automatically,” 

he says.

Having considered several possibilities, 

he decided on the LVD Dyna-Cell as the 

right solution. Its tight footprint, ease 

of programming and suitability for 

efficient production of small parts, 

together with LVD’s Easy-Form®  Laser 

adaptive bending technology were all 

key factors for the purchase.

Belcher says: “The bit I absolutely love 

about the Dyna-Cell is the Easy-Form® 

Laser adaptive bending system. I don’t 

see how you could run an automated 

machine without that feature. When 

you are laser cutting parts you want to 

get the best possible utilization of the 

sheet, which means bending parts that 

have been cut both with the grain and 

against the grain. Sometimes you need 

to use sheets from two coils with totally 

different mechanical properties.”

Product development specialist Teparay Precision Sheet Metal (TPSM), based in 
the UK, has invested in two LVD Dyna-Cell robotic bending systems as part of its 
long-term strategy of automation and added value manufacturing.

REVOLUTIONIZING 
BENDING CAPABILITIES

"There is a long-term skills shortage, so 
there was a need to set up and run the 
machines automatically."

Ray Belcher
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“Anyone who has tried to bend these 

without the Easy-Form will know that 

you can end up with a totally different 

angle,” says Ray. “We have proven 

that the Easy-Form takes away that 

challenge. The bend angle will always be 

consistent.”

The installation of the two Dyna-Cells 

has allowed TPSM to restructure the 

way it makes its folded parts – taking 

the small components off its big press 

brakes and panel benders to free up 

capacity and ease workflow.

“We are looking all the time for 

productivity and efficiency. With our 

panel benders and stand-alone press 

brakes we were always restricted on 

capacity, but the Dyna-Cells have 

absolutely revolutionized our bending 

capabilities.”

He says that large press brakes are 

often underutilized producing small 

components. “We have taken away as 

many of these small parts as we could 

from the large manual press brakes  

and put them on the Dyna-Cells to free 

up the skilled operators. Once they  

have set up the Dyna-Cell they can  

go off and bend the larger jobs on 

another machine.”

The flexibility of the Dyna-Cells has 

become clearer as TPSM has become 

more used to using them. Having 

originally set a minimum batch size 

of 500, that has now come down to 

around 100. In all, around 70 different 

components are run on the cells and 

changeovers from one part to another 

take just minutes.

Ease of programming

Belcher says that LVD’s intelligent 

programming software – CADMAN-B  

for the press brake and CADMAN-SIM for 

the robot – is easy to use and only takes 

around 10 to 20 minutes to program a 

typical part. “You upload the 3D model 

and the software creates the bending 

program and checks whether it can be 

bent by the robot using a green, amber 

and red traffic light system and creates 

the program for the robot automatically. 

It is a very quick and efficient process.

“The robot software is very intelligent. 

It knows what it can do and what it 

can’t do. You don’t have to learn how to 

program a robot, it is all in the software. 

Once you have programmed it you put it 

on the machine and you are ready to go.”

TPSM’s designers are constantly pushing 

the boundaries of what the machine 

is capable of. This includes creating 

complex nests and adding holding tags 

to allow multiple parts to be formed  

at the same time. “We’ve got some parts 

where we are bending 20 at a time  

very quickly. For a bracket with four 

bends the process time can be as little  

as ten seconds.”

Ray explains that having got the first 

Dyna-Cell up and running, it didn’t 

take long to decide to add the second 

machine. “We could see that the first 

machine was working really well for us 

and our drive for automation. And we 

knew that there would be more and 

more products that we wanted to  

put on them. 

“Now, with two machines, although the 

volume of work we are putting through 

the Dyna-Cells has actually stepped up 

there is pretty much always capacity 

available for new contracts where we 

can add a lot of value on small parts.”

SNAPSHOT

Watch  
the Teparay 
testimonial
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ESSER METALLBAU - GERMANY 

MORE COMPETITIVE  
WITH LARGE-FORMAT 
LASERS

Peter Trimborn (production manager) and Ludwig Esser (owner) 
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Profile

Company Esser Metallbau GmbH

Since 1886

Industry:
Subcontractor for laser and waterjet 
cutting, bending, profiling and the 
fabrication of welded assemblies for 
mechanical and plant engineering, 
bulk and component handling, 
agricultural machinery, commercial 
vehicles and environmental 
technology

Works with:
all standard, high-strength and  
wear-resistant steels, stainless steel, 
aluminum and special alloys

LVD installations:

10 kW Taurus 24 fiber laser

10 kW Phoenix FL-6020 fiber laser 

PPEB 500/61 press brake

PPEB 320/61 press brake

PPEC 80/25 press brake

MVS 62/10 shearing machine

Software:

CADMAN-SDI, CADMAN-B,  

CADMAN-L, CADMAN-JOB

LEADERS

The Phoenix FL-6020 is an all-around 

performer with flexible automation 

allowing it to effectively process a wide 

variety of materials, components and 

batch sizes. Full automation can be used 

on large batches, while the machine can 

still be used with manual loading and 

unloading for low volumes and  

one-offs.

The Taurus is LVD’s revolutionary fiber 

laser cutting machine for extra large 

format material processing. Its unique 

modular construction allows it to be 

configured to suit a customer’s precise 

requirements. It can accommodate  

parts up to 130" (3.2 m) wide and  

1.25" (30 mm) thick, and the basic 

39-foot (10 m) bed length can be 

extended in increments of 6.5 feet (4 m) 

to a maximum of 131 feet (42 m).  

The machine is equipped with  

state-of-the-art bevel head technology.

Large format capabilities

Founded in 1886, and still run by the 

same family, Ludwig Esser Metallbau 

was originally set up to construct and 

test weighbridges for carts and wagons. 

It later moved into metalworking for 

the construction industry and in 1971 

relocated in Euskirchen. At that stage 

it added a sheet metal processing 

capability and installed two LVD press 

brakes.

Since then, it has constantly extended 

its capabilities so that it can now 

process sheets up to 12 m in length 

and 3 m wide. Typical applications for 

these large-format capabilities include 

conveyor systems for the paper and 

cement industries and heavy-duty 

sawmill equipment.

It is now a subcontractor for laser and 

waterjet cutting, bending, profiling and 

the fabrication of welded assemblies. 

It processes all standard, high-strength 

and wear-resistant steels, stainless steel, 

aluminum and special alloys. 

Customers come from industries 

including mechanical and plant 

engineering, bulk and component 

handling, agricultural machinery, 

commercial vehicles and environmental 

technology. They come from all over 

Germany, as well as the Benelux 

countries, France, Poland, the Czech 

Republic and others.

In addition to the installed LVD 

machines, machining capabilities include 

waterjet cutting machines up to 3 by 

10 m, press brakes up to 12 m working 

length and 2,000 ton pressing force 

as well as MIG, MAG and TIG welding 

facilities.

Investing to improve competitiveness

Managing Director Ludwig Esser 

explains that the motivation for 

investing in these new LVD machines 

was to strengthen the company’s 

competitiveness by increasing 

productivity and adding new capabilities.

50 years after it purchased its first LVD machines, 
Ludwig Esser Metallbau GmbH has invested in two high-
technology LVD fiber laser cutting systems to increase 
its productivity, capacity and competitiveness.
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“Compared to our previous CO2 

lasers, the fiber laser machines have 

significantly higher cutting speeds – 

and hence much higher productivity. 

We simply get more material cut in the 

same time,” he says, adding that the two 

systems meet different requirements.

“The Phoenix has 2 by 6 m sheet 

capacity and we established that we 

cut a lot of material in this size range. 

We decided that this highly productive 

machine should be at least partially 

automated, so we specified it with an 

automated loading and unloading 

system. This allows us to run unmanned 

at night if we want to, but also gives 

us the flexibility to load single sheets 

manually for one-offs and small batches.

Large sheets and bevel cutting

“The Taurus is a completely different 

concept. Rather than having a shuttle 

table like the Phoenix it has one big 

bed that we can lay two 12 by 3 m 

sheets on. While we are working at 

one end of the machine we can be 

unloading at the other. 

“The key factor was the ability to 

process sheets of this size to match 

the capabilities of our press brakes. The 

ability to add value using the machine’s 

bevel cutting capabilities was also 

important.

“The large parts we are cutting on 

the Taurus often go into welded 

fabrications so it cuts out a second 

operation if we can produce the weld 

edge preparation directly on the laser.”

Its bevel head has other  

applications too.

“We can cut contours using the 3D 

cutting head at any angle between plus 

and minus 45°. This can be used, for 

example to cut angled holes in the plate 

for pipe and tube intersections.  

We also use it for a customer in the bulk 

handling sector. We make big shafts for 

them that are made in two halves and 

we contour both sides of the longitudinal 

seam where they fit together.”

Reducing carbon footprint

Euskirchen, where Ludwig Esser Metallbau 

is based, was at the heart of the recent 

disastrous flooding that hit Germany,  

so one of the other justifications for 

moving to fiber lasers was thrown into 

sharp focus.

“One of our reasons for moving to 

fiber lasers was the reduction in power 

consumption, and hence CO2 emissions. 

It has become even more important 

since we bought it,” says Mr Esser.

“In recent months the effects of  

climate change have become more 

visible – flooding, forest fires, storms –  

so the decision to make this move was 

very timely.”

PPEB 500-ton 6-meter press brake
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Single source partnership

Overall, a decisive factor was the ability 

to buy everything from a single source 

– with the same programming software 

and a single point of contact for service 

and maintenance. A full ERP and 

CADMAN-JOB integration is scheduled 

to further optimize the complete 

production flow. 

Having bought its first LVD machine 

50 years ago, the company renewed its 

relationship in 2018 when it purchased 

a 6-meter press brake. The positive 

experiences of that investment – the 

people, the process and the technology 

– meant that Mr Esser had the 

confidence to turn to LVD when he 

wanted to invest in these new lasers.

In good hands with LVD

He concludes: “As a subcontractor with 

no product of our own it is important 

to us that we have a reputation for 

reliability in quality and on-time delivery. 

To achieve that we need to have a high 

level of availability on our machines – 

and fast help and service when we  

need it.

“We have to be flexible in responding to 

the demands of our customers – which 

change on a daily basis. To do that we 

rely on the support we get from the 

partners who supply our machines and 

need to be able to turn to them for 

advice on new components, materials 

and technologies. With LVD we feel that 

we are in good hands.”

"The ability to 
add value using 
the machine's 
bevel cutting 
capabilities was 
also important."

Large-format lasers Taurus and Phoenix
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Sturdy design

TL 8525 has a closed, welded steel 

frame and gantry. The design doesn’t 

compromise on stiffness and durability, 

and minimizes deformation due to high 

acceleration to ensure cutting accuracy. 

The pre-mounted chuck and steady 

rest facilitate quick and easy machine 

installation and startup. TL 8525 has a 

compact footprint and loads/unloads 

from one side to fit in a small space or 

against a wall.

Versatile processing

The machine accommodates tube lengths 

of 27.8 feet (8500 mm) and a maximum 

part length of 9.8 feet (3000 mm). It can 

clamp and cut tubes up to a diameter of 

9.8 inches (250 mm) round or square. A 

substantial 15.7-inches (400 mm) Z-axis 

permits the cutting of larger profiles. 

With a 2 kW IPG fiber laser source, 

TL 8525 is capable of cutting a range of 

ferrous and non-ferrous materials.  

A 4 kW laser source is optional.

Advanced cutting head 

The complexity of joining angles on 

tubes is made simple with the standard 

bevel head that can be tilted along the 

X-axis to 45° from the vertical position. 

It offers a fast and cost-effective way to 

create geometrical shapes or for weld-

preparation cuts in thick-walled tubes. 

The generous 47-inch (1190 mm) X-axis 

cutting head range permits processing 

behind the steady rest unit to cut more 

tube and waste less material.

Flexible front loader

A 6-position front loader allows quick 

and easy movement to the next tube 

size and efficiently handles both small 

batch and long-run production. Unlike 

a bundle feeder that requires the use 

of complete bundles, the front loader 

allows the flexibility to introduce new 

tubes while cutting.

Highly automated

TL 8525 also includes an automatic  

twist and bow compensation system  

to account for material deformation, 

bows or bulges over the entire tube 

length. Other key features include a 

servo-controlled table with a tilt  

function for smooth part release.  

A 10-foot (3 m) part evacuation  

conveyor uses multiple compartments  

to securely separate and hold the  

parts as they move along the unit.

The flexibility of tube laser cutting opens the door to a world 
of application possibilities. With the new TL 8525, LVD adds a 
feature-rich tube laser to its portfolio to optimize cutting of 
round, square, rectangular and irregular-shaped tubes.

PRODUCT FOCUS

TL 8525 TUBE LASER
DESIGNED TO PERFORM
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The machine features automatic 

tube loading, centering and set up 

and adjustment of the chuck and 

steady rest. A high-power fume 

extraction system integrated to 

the chuck automatically removes 

approximately 4,000 m³ of fumes 

hourly from the cutting area.

Easy programming

LVD’s CADMAN-T software makes 

offline programming easy. The 

software optimizes part nesting, 

adds cut lines for easy scrap removal 

and visualizes the part and complete 

cutting process in 3D. Design a part 

from scratch or add joints, notches, 

V-sections, tabs and slots or copy 

elements and operations to an 

imported file.

PRODUCT FOCUS

Why TL 8525? 
• High machine dynamics thanks to mechanical design 

• Advanced processing of round, square, rectangular tubes, L- and U-profiles

• Precision bevel cutting in different types of tubes

• Minimal setup time with 6-position front loader 

• Powerful CADMAN-T software available for full use of the cutting technology
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STREET SMARTS

Throughout its 64-year history, E.P. Draffin Manufacturing has dynamically responded to 
market requirements. The Australia-based business has produced windshield wipers, electric 
water pumps, faucets and beer taps. Whatever its customers needed, Draffin delivered the 
solution.

SNAPSHOT

A new road

Today, Draffin designs and builds 

commercial street furniture for 

government entities and businesses 

throughout Australia and Asia. The 

third-generation family-owned 

company, managed by brothers 

Ben and Ian Draffin and fellow 

shareholders Kevin and Rhonda 

Neligan, is focused on developing new 

proprietary designs. In a competitive 

industry where products are mostly 

standard, Draffin’s designs are 

distinctive – like the weathering steel 

bin surround it designed for use in a 

national park. Simple, sturdy and low 

cost, it’s built to be maintenance free. 

As it ages, the product develops a 

patina to blend with its environment. 

The naturally-occurring rust extends its 

life cycle.

Draffin is also one of the few businesses 

in its industry with full manufacturing 

capabilities. All fabrication work is 

handled in-house.

Key to its production capacity is LVD 

equipment: A Phoenix 3015 6 kW laser 

cutting machine and two Easy-Form 

press brakes integrated using LVD’s 

CADMAN® software suite. 

Adding value

When Ben Draffin returned to help lead 

the company six years ago, his first order 

of business was to replace a 20-year-

old press brake. “We looked at all the 

industry players,” Ben Draffin recalls. 

“What got LVD across the line was the 

Easy-Form® Laser adaptive bending 

system and CADMAN-B software. We 

saw a lot of value in the technology.”

Draffin invested in an Easy-Form 135-ton 

3-meter machine purchased from LVD 

agent, GWB Machine Tools. “From my 

background in machining, I knew a lot 

about offline programming and the 

value of not having operators spend 

their time programming,” says Draffin. 

“Straightaway we saw the benefits.”

This success led to the purchase of 

another Easy-Form machine, a 170-ton 

3-meter model. Draffin applies Easy-

Form Laser (EFL) technology on most 

of the parts it bends. The in-process 

angle monitoring system adapts the 

ram position in real time to achieve an 

accurate bend every time. Manual test 

bending and correcting is eliminated, 

scrap is reduced and so is operator 

involvement. 
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“The hardest thing has been convincing 

our experienced press brake operators to 

let the machine control the job,” explains 

Draffin. “Using EFL, our new operators 

are just as good as a guy with 20 years’ 

experience.” 

CADMAN-B automatically calculates bend 

allowances and determines the optimal 

bend sequence and gauge positions. A 

simulation visualizes the complete bend 

process with start-to-finish collision 

detection, gauge positions and tool 

setups.

“If we’re not sure something can be made, 

we use the software to check it,” says 

Draffin. “We used to design a part and  

cut it and then discover it can’t be formed.  

Not anymore.”

Building flexibility

Draffin used to use a 1.2 kW CO2 laser 

to cut blanks and a punching machine 

to punch holes. To further streamline 

production, they looked to update the 

punch press. After consulting with GWB 

sales engineer James Gaal, a laser 

proved to be the better choice, delivering 

more flexibility in just one process.  

“The CO2 laser topped out at 5 mm 

stainless and we cut a lot of 8 mm and 

10 mm, so we were subcontracting out 

a lot of laser cutting on top of what we 

were cutting inhouse,” Draffin recalls. “We 

were running well over capacity on that 

machine, about 18 hours a day.”  

He justified the purchase of a Phoenix 

fiber laser with a time study that proved 

it could do the work of the CO2 laser  

in just four hours.

The press brakes, laser and software 

deliver tremendous flexibility. “We can 

turn things around so quickly now, it’s 

insane,” says Draffin. “A bin body of 2.5 

mm stainless steel, covered in 19 mm 

holes went from a combined cutting and 

punching time of about 18 minutes down 

to about three minutes with no double 

handling – sheet on, sheet off.”

Whether it’s manufacturing two or 

200 items, Draffin is able to add 

customization to the end product from 

seating and planter boxes to drinking 

fountains and bicycle racks. “We have 

more design capacity now,” he adds. 

“We can put new designs in front of 

customers and get them excited.  

Other suppliers will generally just  

offer one item.”

Integrated approach

Implementing CADMAN-JOB, a 

Manufacturing Execution System that 

connects Draffin’s ERP system, CAM and 

shop, has moved Draffin into a more 

digitally-driven operation. 

Parts are imported from Inventor 3D 

to CADMAN-SDI. An xml file is created 

and brought into CADMAN-JOB, which 

programs and schedules the laser and 

press brakes. Using LVD’s Touch-i4 tablet, 

Draffin is able to print out a label for each 

part which instructs the operator of the 

next step.

Staying power

In late 2020, the company moved 

into a new state-of-the-art facility. 

“The business is growing consistently 

and we’ve seen massive increases in 

productivity and efficiency,” reports 

Draffin. 

Modern technology is a big part 

of the story, but so is having like-

minded business partners. “Building 

a relationship and finding out the 

attitudes of the people you’re buying 

from is important,” he says. “LVD and 

GWB are similar to us – quality, good 

people, excited about what they’re 

doing.”

"A bin body went 
from a combined 
cutting and 
punching time of 
18 minutes down 
to three minutes 
with no double 
handling."
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Complex large projects

Groven+ is an expert in building façades 

for non-residential use: windows, domes 

and external cladding. Because of the 

size and especially the complexity of 

these projects, there’s a lot to consider. 

An average project covers approximately 

4,000 m² in cladding, with peaks up 

to 35,000 m². An innovative project of 

which Groven+ is particularly proud is 

the Port House in Antwerp, designed by 

the famous architect Zaha Hadid.

“These are projects with high 

architectural freedom, characterised  

by non-standard dimensions,  

shapes and colors.  

This is the type of project we want to 

focus on in the future,” says  

Jeroen Van De Putte, Production 

Manager, Sheet Metal.

For such projects, you need a high-

performing engineering and project 

management team. Based on the 

architect’s plans – often not even in  

3D – the engineers create concepts, 

calculate stability, thermals and  

acoustics, and conduct feasibility  

studies. Project management monitors 

the project from there on. Groven+ 

produces their profiles and façade 

elements in-house and is responsible for 

installation and site monitoring. 

Automated punching system

“The production of components 

used to involve a lot of handling. The 

sheets were cut to the required size 

using guillotine shears, and were then 

punched and bent sheet by sheet. It 

was a time-consuming process,  

labor-intensive for our operators,” 

explains Van De Putte. Thanks to the 

installation of the LVD Strippit PX 1530 

punch press with an Extended Tool 

Magazine (ETM) and Flexible Automation  

(FA-P) last year, there are now one-third 

fewer manual operations. The punch 

press is also linked to a warehouse  

with five towers, including 20 pallet 

positions per tower. 

Groven+ is transforming its production process to optimize efficiency. The company is 
discovering the many benefits of Industry 4.0 with the expertise and guidance of LVD. 

LEADERS

Port House Antwerp - Architect Zaha Hadid

GROVEN+  
BELGIUM 

FROM MANUAL  
TO FULL  
AUTOMATION
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The complete system runs on CADMAN® 

software.

Efficient flow

As the level of automation increases, so 

does the amount of work preparation.  

It all begins with the import of the  

CAD-file into CADMAN-SDI. The files 

are then accessible for CADMAN-B and 

CADMAN-P, LVD’s offline bending and 

punching software, to ensure that,  

in the case of punching, the sequences, 

nestings and tool selection can be 

optimized. From there, the files are sent 

to the machine. When the operator 

starts a job, a signal is sent to the 

warehouse to pick up a pallet of sheets. 

FA-P loads the sheets and places the 

punched parts directly onto the correct 

pallet once the job is completed.  

Then they are either sent on  

pallets to the two press brakes or 

returned to the warehouse.

The Strippit PX single-head punch 

press has 20 indexable tool stations. 

Although Groven+ already had a wide 

range of options using multi-tools, 

they also decided on an ETM for 40 

additional stations. Stefaan Martens, 

Sales Manager at LVD: “ETM optimizes 

the tool selection before the job is 

started to ensure the PX has all the 

required tools. Tools not required by the 

machine are released, for example to be 

inspected for sharpness.” 

No mass production 

Groven+ is not engaged in mass 

production. The parts change for  

every new project. Isn’t it surprising  

then that Groven+ has chosen for  

far-reaching automation?  

Not according to Van de Putte:  

“Due to the scale of the projects, the 

nestings are sufficiently large. One 

nesting can be used for 100 sheets. 

It is always a mix of one-off pieces 

and parts of which large numbers 

are needed. This makes our system 

financially viable.” Martens adds: 

“Automation is no longer exclusively 

modelled on mass production. 

The software is designed to make 

automation practical for smaller 

batches. You should also remember the 

costs of manual handling. These can  

be quite substantial.”

Tripled productivity

The system has been in use for one year, 

so it is time for the first evaluation. Van 

De Putte: “Commissioning this type of 

system entails a steep learning curve. 

At the start, we processed 200 to 300 

sheets monthly, but we’re now closer 

to 1000. That volume can certainly be 

increased, because for the time being, we 

are not running at night but that is the 

intention in the long term.” 

Pierre Comhaire, Punch Press Product 

Manager at LVD, adds: “This system 

offers a lot of value because of its 

capacity to punch, form, tap and more. 

They will get to know all the possibilities 

step by step, they may upscale their 

warehouse or sorting unit in the future, or 

analyze their KPIs via CADMAN-JOB  

to further optimize processes.  

LVD systems are modular and can grow 

at the customer’s pace.” 
Kevin Vercauteren – Metallerie 

LEADERS

Watch  
the Groven+  
testimonial

Complex building façades Jeroen Van De Putte (Groven+)
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USA

Building subassembly fabrications for 

OEMs in the fire/emergency vehicle 

market, commercial trucking and ship 

yards requires extra-large production 

capacity. OFAB Inc. meets the challenge 

with the XXL Taurus 10 kW laser. The 

12-meter machine effortlessly processes 

large-format sheets while CADMAN-L 

software allows full use of advanced 

cutting technologies for optimal part 

nesting and sheet utilization.

Mexico

Creating “solutions out of 

steel” is the mission of Aceros 

Mexico. The company uses a Lynx FL 

3015 4 kW and PPED 80/25 press brake 

to fabricate a wide range of high-

quality items serving the agriculture, 

construction, telecommunication and 

mining industries.

Italy

Fratelli Mazzocchia offers one of the most comprehensive 

lines of waste collection equipment in Europe, including 

rear- and side-loading compactors designed for high 

functionality and low environmental impact. Investments in its 

manufacturing capacity include a Phoenix FL 6020 6 kW laser 

for large-format cutting.

GLOBAL REACH
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United Arab Emirates

Metal Kraft builds displays and store furniture for 

architectural and retail industries. To produce its exclusive 

designs in a wide range of materials with the highest 

efficiency, it relies on the accuracy and repeatability of its 

LVD equipment, including Lynx fiber laser, Strippit P punch 

press, PPED press brake and CS shear, to cover the gamut 

of cutting, punching, and bending.

Poland

The TA-NO brand of superior-quality trailers 

and utility vehicle bodies is one of the oldest 

in the industry. Behind the high standards and 

innovation of TA-NO is the latest manufacturing 

equipment and an integrated, digital work flow 

using two precision LVD press brakes, Easy-Form 

220/42 press brake, Phoenix 4020 6 kW laser – 

driven by the full suite of CADMAN® software with 

real-time data via Touch i4 tablet.

India

As India’s premium 

furniture brand for home 

and office, Godrej Interio has more than 600 

design registrations and 12 patents for innovative 

furniture design. With a strong commitment to 

sustainability and centers of excellence in design 

and manufacturing, the precision of its PPEB 80/25 

press brake helps serve the company’s mission: 

“Enriching life by transforming home and work 

spaces.”

Belgium

From robotic equipment to sort noodles to 

an automated system to pick and place nuts 

for pralines, Dewilde Engineering specializes 

in robot integration and machinery for the food 

service industry. To deliver a diversity of top-quality 

products, it’s equipped its new metalworking 

department with a Lynx 3015 4 kW laser and four-

meter Easy-Form 220/40 press brake. 

France

Turning out delicate pastries to artisan breads, 

Eurofours ventilated furnaces – convection, 

rack and deck ovens – serve bakery and pastry 

sectors worldwide. Known for their quality and 

high operating efficiency, new production lines 

and equipment, including a 

ToolCell press brake and 

Phoenix FL, support 

the manufacture 

of its leading 

commercial ovens.
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CHOOSING THEIR OWN PATHS

As young children, Michèle, Sylvain and 

Sébastien walked through the LVD 

factory, hearing their fathers speak 

about the various machines. Each 

attended trade fairs and completed 

internships at LVD Company or abroad. 

Another common denominator: they 

decided to gain experience in other 

organizations before joining the  

family business.

Sébastien worked in sales and export 

markets at an international logistics 

company and at an energy supplier. 

Upon joining LVD, he worked in the 

Customer Service department at LVD 

Benelux and is currently responsible 

for laser technology and software 

demonstrations at the LVD Experience 

Center in Belgium. His experience has 

given him insight into the importance 

of customer support and applications, 

LVD WELCOMES  
ITS THIRD GENERATION

INSIGHTS

LVD has grown steadily since it was established in the 1950s with its founding families, 
Lefebvre, Van Neste and Dewulf, at the helm. Recently, third-generation family members have 
made their entry into the business ready to continue the legacy:  
Sylvain Lefebvre, Sébastien Van Neste and Michèle Dewulf.
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and motivates him to develop strong 

relationships with both customers and 

colleagues.

Sylvain, who has lived in the U.S. since 

1998, graduated from the University 

of North Carolina Wilmington 

majoring in International Business 

Management. He followed his passion 

and went to work for an importer of 

high-end Italian competition sporting 

goods where he gained skills in sales, 

marketing and service. At LVD, he first 

worked in Marketing for North America 

and then established LVD Mexico. Most 

recently, Sylvain was named President 

of LVD North America.

 

Michèle, after graduating from KU 

Leuven in Belgium majoring in Business 

Engineering, worked for the Boston 

Consulting Group in Brussels, Sydney 

and Copenhagen and helped develop 

various strategies for multinationals. 

She now uses her strategic skills and 

sales and marketing experience to 

further develop the German market as 

Managing Director of LVD GmbH.

What was your motivation to work  

for the family business? 

Sébastien: I have always liked 

manufacturing and I wanted to get 

to know the world of machines better. 

Initially, I was unsure about working in 

my father’s company but now that I 

know the business better, I see things 

differently: I’m really happy here.

Michèle: My curiosity was sparked by 

an international trade fair in Shanghai 

I visited while on Erasmus in Singapore. 

The innovative technology of LVD 

inspired me. After spending 4 years at 

BCG I was ready for the next challenge 

and it happened to be with LVD. I 

would have applied for the position 

even if it wasn’t to join the family 

business.

Sylvain: In my case, it was more of a 

late calling. I took the step just before I 

became 30. What motivated me were 

the stories my father told me about 

the business and I realized that this 

was my calling.

What’s been your greatest  

challenge to date?

Sylvain: You don’t want to mess up 

what the generations before you have 

accomplished. I felt my first challenge 

was to prove myself. Looking back,  

this was not really an issue, and I have 

my father to thank for that. He taught 

me one important principle:  

always be yourself. 

Sébastien: My experience of working 

in both customer service and 

applications has taught me that it’s all 

about adding value to our customers’ 

businesses. Sometimes customer 

service interventions can be stressful. 

By demonstrating our technologies I 

learned how as a business we can grow 

with our customers.

Michèle: Most recently I have taken on 

the role of Managing Director at our 

German subsidiary. The COVID-19 

crisis resulted in an extraordinary year, 

sales declined, the team’s motivation 

decreased. In stressful times you have 

to remain calm, focus on strategy and 

invest in your people. The coaching 

provided by the Group directors helped 

me a lot.

The next generation at LVD unanimously 

agrees on the future: it is all about 

anticipating changes in markets and 

INSIGHTS

In 1992, the early days of LVD's second generation: Carl Dewulf, Francis Van Neste, Jean-Pierre Lefebvre
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technologies. Listening to clients and 

employees leads to creativity. LVD 

is a leader in the industry, but the 

challenge is to remain at the forefront.

SHARED VALUES AND VISION

The next generation is convinced 

that many assets make the company 

successful: agility and quick decision-

making, stability and continuity; the  

‘stay-together’ mind-set of the families 

and proximity to customers at all times.

They agree that a family business 

guarantees a long-term strategy. The 

three families have always prioritized 

this vision. Previous investments have 

proven their profitability and viability. 

Customers know LVD is a stable 

partner that offers continuity. 

“The company has become part of us, 

we think about it practically all the 

time, just like previous generations did. 

As a member of the family, you always 

give your all,” says Sylvain.

Do family businesses treat their 

employees differently from other 

companies? 

Sylvain: Yes, absolutely. Treating your 

employees as individuals is key. It is an 

important reason why our customers 

choose to partner with LVD. I’ve 

noticed that in Mexico, clients very 

much appreciate being in contact with 

a family member. However you look  

at it, all businesses are based on  

good relationships. 

Who's who 
Sylvain 

Lefebvre (36) is the son of  

Jean-Pierre Lefebvre (Chairman of 

the LVD Board of Directors) and 

President of LVD North America 

and the Managing Director of 

LVD Mexico. He also manages the 

relationship with LVD’s sales agent 

in Canada.

Sébastien 

Van Neste (31) is the son of 

Francis Van Neste (Managing 

Director of LVD Benelux) and Laser 

application specialist at LVD’s 

Experience Center in Gullegem, 

Belgium and plans to move to the 

International Sales Department, 

specializing in Laser sales.

Michèle 

Dewulf (29) is the daughter of 

Carl Dewulf (CEO of LVD Group) 

and Managing Director of LVD 

GmbH. She is also exploring ways 

to help our sales, service and 

marketing teams worldwide to 

work ‘smarter’ using digital data.
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Michèle: I would like to say that’s 

absolutely true, but when a company 

grows, it becomes harder to pass on 

family values. We continue to focus on 

family values but carrying this vision to 

all our subsidiaries is a challenge and 

takes effort and patience. 

Sébastien: The main priority is to 

create a positive atmosphere at 

all times for both employees and 

customers. I don’t want to be known as 

“the son of...”, I prefer our values to be 

proven by what we all do. 

Are today’s challenges fundamentally 

different from those faced by previous 

generations?

Michèle: Undoubtedly. My grandfather 

[Robert Dewulf, Ed.] says the current 

business model is very complex. The 

reason is that markets, technologies, 

processes, speed etc. have evolved and 

require a more complex response in 

order to cope with the same challenges 

our grandfathers had to face.

Sébastien: Software, automation, 

Industry 4.0 and use of “Big Data” 

have changed everything. Small 

batches of parts, short lead-times and 

increased part complexity are common 

challenges. Visitors to the Experience 

Center ask “how fast can you get from 

a digital part to a real part, and will the 

part be right the first time? Show me 

this and I’m interested.” 

Sylvain: It is true that almost 

everything has changed. However, we 

have always shared with our customers 

an entrepreneurial approach to 

business which means “constant 

transformation.” Over the years 

we have developed many different 

technologies and ways to help 

customers improve productivity.

INNOVATION IS ESSENTIAL

How do you find the best way to 

innovate and sell better products?

Michèle: Innovation requires a wide 

range of factors. It starts with listening 

to clients, which guarantees high-

quality innovation and always will.  

As a company you also need a 

willingness to invest in research and to 

move ahead of the competition.

Sylvain: The best ideas for innovation 

usually come from customers. And 

sometimes you answer needs that  

the customer didn’t know he had. 

Sébastien: Just because a process 

is done a certain way today doesn’t 

mean that there isn’t a better way  

to do it. We look at the weak links  

and the mistakes that can be made 

and search for a better way to evolve 

the process.

As part of a new generation, what are 

your main priorities?

Michèle: We want to realize the full 

potential of the family company. 

Striking a balance between growth, 

innovation and motivating our global 

team, we make inroads into the future.

Sébastien: Our generation must 

develop its own style and impact, 

adapting to the changing business 

conditions that we will undoubtedly 

face while remaining true to the  

family values.

Sylvain: I agree with Michèle and 

Sébastien. I want to ensure that we 

forge strong bonds between all  

family members working in the 

business. By doing this we will ensure 

that we manage the business in a 

sustainable way.
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SANY BOOMS

Being first-class

The name SANY comes from the 

Chinese Sānyī, which literally stands 

for “three ones” and refers to the  

three goals the company sets itself: 

being a first-class company, employer 

and benefactor. The latter through  

the SANY Foundation that supports 

the community through various  

non-profit social welfare campaigns.

In 2021, the Forbes Global 2000 

ranked SANY the first among  

heavy equipment manufacturers  

in China and the second in  

the world. 

SANY Heavy Industry has 25 production 

sites and 90,000 employees worldwide. 

On construction sites from Russia to 

Chile you will encounter the renowned 

concrete machines, excavators and 

cranes with the distinctive red Sany logo.

Productivity increase 20%

End of 2020 was the start of the 

installation of three full-option  

LVD press brakes in SANY’s new 

production facility in Changsha, 

including two 2000-ton 14-meter 

machines and one 3000-ton  

14-meter machine, for bending 

telescopic crane arms.

“With more than 40 press brakes 

and a 2000-ton and 3000-ton 

PPEB-H in house, we have many 

years of experience with LVD and 

LVD-HD products. The new machines 

are equipped with the latest 

bending technology and software 

and work 24/7,” says Mr Chen Wei, 

Technological Superintendent of 

the SANY Automobile Hoisting 

Machinery division. “The sheets up 

to 14 meters long and 14 mm thick 

are first placed on the front supports 

using an overhead crane, and then 

automatically fed in and positioned by 

the pushers on the CNC-controlled die.

Over the past 20 years, the demand for construction machinery in China has been 
continuously increasing due to the fast-growing economy, even in pandemic times, and 
the massive boom in construction. SANY Heavy Industry Co., Ltd., construction machine 
manufacturer and part of the SANY group in China, scaled up its production capacity 
adding three large LVD press brakes.
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The adjustable die allows SANY to 

work with different thicknesses and 

bending radii. The induction-hardened, 

progressive stone radius on both sides 

of the V-opening reduces friction 

between the material and the die and is 

particularly suitable for bending high-

tensile materials,” confirms Mr Wei.

“All machines have a smart crowning 

table equipped with separately 

controlled wedges that compensate 

for any material variations across 

the length of the part, guaranteeing 

accurate bending results,” he continues. 

“All these elements plus the fact that the 

machines are utilized effectively have 

increased productivity by 20%.”

Co-manufactured

“For the stability of the machines,  

which individually weigh 450 to 650 

tons, foundation work was required.  

Five-meter-deep wells were made 

in advance, on which the various 

parts were placed one by one, under 

supervision of LVD-HD. 

“The complete project, from production 

of the parts and transport to 

installation and startup took only one 

year. Since April, the press brakes are 

fully operational,” says Mr Wei. “The 

machines were co-manufactured by LVD 

Company and the Chinese joint venture 

LVD-HD. LVD Company made the 

precision parts in Slovakia and Belgium, 

including cylinders, adjustable V-die, 

crowning table and complete control 

box. Integration of these components 

was monitored on site by LVD personnel. 

LVD-HD was responsible for frame 

construction, assembly of the machines 

and commissioning. The company gave 

the operators the necessary training 

and will continue to provide service 

as it already does for the other LVD 

machines. We have been satisfied with 

this good cooperation for years and still 

have a lot of plans for the future!”

PPEB-H key features
• Two 2000-ton and one 3000-ton 14-meter machines 
• Smart crowning table guarantees accuracy
• CNC-controlled adjustable die allows different thicknesses and bending radii
• Retractable pushers on a guide rail quickly position heavy sheets
• Front and rear plate followers support the sheets
• Touch-B control enables user-friendly operation of the machine 
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Various types of products

Breman Machinery operates in many 

industries, such as offshore, oil and 

gas, luxury yacht building, defense 

and medical. The company’s facility is 

situated on the Black Water river, an easy 

way to transport the heavy constructions 

made here over the water to their 

destination.

A tour from CEO Henk Breman through 

the immense production halls takes 

you along a wide range of products: 

enormous pile driver parts, emergency 

bridges to repair riverbank connections 

throughout Europe, rudder systems for 

XXL sailing yachts and systems used 

to lift ships out of the water. But also 

frames for MRI scanners and drying 

Breman Machinery likes to make with meticulous accuracy 
finished products or critical steel components of extreme 
weight and huge size. This Dutch subcontractor is known for 
its proactive approach and the newly established Breman 
Bending takes it to yet another level.

“Our market is 
focused on  
one-off 
products, 
with limited 
tolerances and 
often difficult 
materials, 
requiring a 
high level of 
craftsmanship.”

Niek and Henk Breman

BREMAN MACHINERY - THE NETHERLANDS 

PROACTIVE 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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machines to dry out grass for racing 

camels in Saudi Arabia. 

Envisioning opportunities

With a wealth of experience, 

knowledge and craftsmanship,  

Breman Machinery can tackle a wide 

variety of assignments. “We prefer 

to make non-standard products that 

challenge us. Our market is focused on  

one-off products, with limited 

tolerances and often difficult  

materials, requiring a high level of 

craftsmanship.” The Breman Machinery 

turnover is solid, including in the  

energy transition. For example, they 

recently delivered a 1500-ton structure 

for offshore wind energy. “The energy 

transition is quite significant for our 

company,” says Henk Breman. “It gives 

rise to a new industry, which is a very 

welcome development.” The CEO’s 

remarks show that his company has 

been envisioning opportunities for many 

generations. 

New factory

Good tools are needed to create this 

type of product. Breman Machinery has 

a wide range of processing machinery 

and departments for welding, assembly 

and conservation. Recently, the major 

production methods rolling, bending 

and laser cutting have been moved to 

a separate facility, Breman Bending, 

specifically built for this purpose and 

part of the larger Breman organization. 

Here, Henk Breman’s son Niek is 

given the opportunity to develop 

his talents and gain experience with 

the responsibilities that come with 

entrepreneurship. “So, make it a good 

one” is the simple message he received 

from his father.

From left to right: Roelof Mulder, Robin Heinzmann (LVD), Wout Hammer, Henk Breman, Niels Fuite

Bending on the ToolCell
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The objective of the new factory 

was to install existing machines, to 

advance the logistics. But the heavy 

LVD machines at the back of the 

production hall for mid-sized machine 

processing were already quite old. 

Eventually it was decided to fully 

modernize the sheet metalworking 

operations and install new machines 

at the new factory. First of all, a 

1600- and an 800-ton PPEB-H press 

brake and a third, being a 3000-ton 

press brake retrofitted by LVD to step 

into the digital future. A ToolCell with 

automatic tool changer completes 

the bending department. The factory 

also houses a 10 kW Taurus XXL laser 

cutting machine with an 18-meter 

cutting table and a Tower Automation 

System (TAS) for the efficient storage 

of 6x2 m sheets.

Confidence in LVD

All these machines come from LVD 

where Henk Breman used to come 

with his father as a child. “We have 

confidence in LVD. We never had any 

issues with the previous generation  

of equipment. They have a proven 

track record. Why go to another?  

We are loyal to our suppliers, just 

like we expect our customers to 

return when we deliver them quality 

products. We trust LVD to deliver 

high-quality machines we can use  

as we intended, and that these will 

run successfully for many years  

to come.”

The challenge of digitization

Henk and Niek Breman believe it 

is up to them and their employees 

to make the most of the machines. 

Digitization plays a major role in this 

process and LVD provided the software 

solutions. Both the father and son 

see it as a challenge to realize the 

potential of digitization. The company 

therefore has various teams working 

on this theme. “For us, software and 

computers are primarily a tool.  

What counts is the craftsmanship  

of our employees, that know exactly 

how to handle the machines.”

A bold statement

Just like Breman Machinery, Breman 

Bending intends to focus on 

exceptional, challenging products. 

Bending thicker material others 

cannot do, but also the production  

of very accurate, thin components 

made of all possible materials, 

including Hardox®, copper, duplex  

and super duplex.

Niek Breman is raring to go, as are 

the employees of Breman Bending. 

“Brand-new machines and a new 

production hall. This makes for a great 

environment to work in. The new 

factory will increase the efficiency 

of the entire Breman organization. 

Having everything under one roof 

is enabling a rapid transition from 

cutting to bending. This makes us 

very proactive. It is also a major 

development for the company 

image. It is a bold statement to our 

employees, customers and suppliers, a 

signal we are working on our future.”
Eric Weustink

Cutter head to drill and cut hard sea soil into fragmentsFather-son boat project
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POWERFUL FEATURES
WITH CADMAN® 8.7

Foreign operations

The latest CADMAN version is able 

to integrate foreign operations into 

the process flow, e.g., chamfering and 

painting. This update allows CADMAN 

to control, monitor and log an order 

from raw material to finished part. 

These operations are now visible in the 

CADMAN-JOB overview. 

Real-time interface

CADMAN 8.7 links ERP to the sheet 

metal activities on the shop floor. 

The ERP system transfers orders to 

CADMAN-JOB for processing. In turn, 

CADMAN-JOB provides ERP with real-

time status updates. 

For businesses of all sizes

CADMAN-JOB can manage the 

complete sheet metal production 

process without the need for an ERP 

system. This means even small and 

mid-size companies that don't have 

ERP can benefit from CADMAN. Work 

orders can be created within CADMAN-

SDI for transfer to CADMAN-JOB. 

Improved drawing importer

CADMAN-SDI automatically detects 

foreign operations in the 3D geometry. 

This makes it easy for operators to 

be instructed on the 3D geometry. 

Operations that can’t be detected in 

the geometry, like painting, can be 

added to CADMAN-JOB. The module 

also offers a feasibility check, to check 

for available machines and tooling. It 

verifies the part geometry and warns 

of any problem geometries. When 

holes are too close to the bend line 

and risk deformation after bending, 

CADMAN-SDI will add a relief cut to 

the DXF file. 

Optimized process flow

CADMAN-JOB creates an execution 

plan based on the necessary 

operations and any constraints. For 

instance, some operations like laser 

cutting must come first, while other 

operations are possible before or 

after bending. It is possible to add 

operations during production, e.g. a 

grinding operation. 

Better CAM solutions

CADMAN-P and -L now offer easy 

“drag and drop” importation of files. 

CADMAN-L can destroy internal 

contours using a spiral cut, avoiding 

possible collisions. Material usage 

is maximized with the option to 

“expand parts.” When the sheet is 

not completely used, CADMAN can 

automatically spread parts over the 

entire sheet, thus providing increased 

stability during cutting. 

Contact LVD software support at 

software.support@lvdgroup.com. 

CADMAN software update 8.7 adds key features and improves existing ones. Here’s a list of 
the most important enhancements. 
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OC VERHULST
Improving indoor air quality is the mission of OC Verhulst. 

The Dutch company develops and produces high-end 

air handling units in all shapes and sizes for both new 

construction and renovation. 

Many of the orders are custom-made according to project 

specifications, desired capacity and other conditions. 

Standard modules are used for smaller applications, mobile 

stations at festivals or agricultural dehumidification.

All the sheet metal components for the air handling 

systems are made in-house. The company manufactures 

about 18,000 different products on average every month. 

About 1,400 sheets in various thicknesses, materials and 

dimensions are processed weekly. 

OC Verhulst uses a Phoenix FL-3015 laser cutting machine 

and the CADMAN® suite, including a Touch-i4 tablet, all 

linked to an ERP and warehouse system. 

OC Verhulst is part of Orange Climate in the Netherlands.

www.orangeclimate.com 

SNAPSHOT
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LASER PUNCH BEND INTEGRATE

ULTI-FORM 
The ultimate robotic bending system 

BRING
BARE METAL

TO LIFE

A robotic bending system featuring an automated tool-

changing press brake: Ulti-Form takes bending automation 

to a new level of productivity, handling large, complex parts 

with high throughput. Ultra-fast automated programming 

technology takes you from “art to part” in less time.

• Handles workpieces from 1.9" x 3.9" up to 47" x 31"

• No robot teaching - all programming is done offline

• Easy-Form® Laser system ensures angle accuracy

• Innovative adaptable gripper works with a range of parts 

We help you bring bare metal to life: lvdgroup.com.
2021 BELGIUM'S BEST MANAGED COMPANY 

An initiative of 


